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Monday Movement
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Movement, music and collaboration were the focus of an advanced ballet class held Monday nights at the studio in the Centre for Athletics, Recreation and Special Abilities (CARSA). The recreation class, led by UVic PhD student Marla MacKinnon, rehearsed for a showcase, with piqué turns and pirouettes to original choreography she created to the song “River” by Leon Bridges.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Mother and Son Alumni Inspire

Edyta Sahlen, and her son, Arne, share a passion for the arts and for public service

BY JENNY MANZER

Many family traits and gifts are passed down, from physical attributes to tea sets and pocket watches. In the case of the Sahlen family, mother Edyta and son Arne share a commitment to the artistic life and improving the lives of others. They are also both proud University of Victoria alumni.

Edyta, who turned 100 this year, started studying at UVic in 1978 following the death of her husband, Göte, known as Ray. She dug her way out of her grief to earn a Bachelor’s degree in History in Art in 1984. She was 66 years old. Edyta, born to parents who immigrated from Poland, was not one to shy away from bold moves.

“Mom and her sister did extraordinary things together for their time,” says Arne. “In 1948, they decided to cycle across Canada, got to Calgary, found there were no hostels on the prairies, so sold their bikes and worked as secretaries in New York.”

Edyta (pronounced e-DETta) is a painter and a musician with a love for opera and symphony as well as the great musicals. She was always a friend to all: a lifelong volunteer in arts, community and public service, says Arne. She devoted her time to promoting the arts while living in Prince Rupert, then Prince George in the 1960s and early ’70s. She also loved nature. In 1969, Arne watched her stand against a tree to block a bulldozer. Later, while living in Victoria, Edyta began helping Cambodian refugees by sponsoring a family as well as spending time in her home community with seniors who were isolated.

Edyta travelled to Cambodia at age 84 and befriended many she met. She rode motorbikes for the first time and faced her terror of snakes by wrapping a boa constrictor around her neck. “Well, that’s something I have never done before!” she quipped.

The second of three sons, Arne earned a degree in Piano Performance from UVic in 1978. The piano teacher also helps Cambodian refugees, learning the Khmer language and hosting dozens of refugees in his Kimberley, BC home. He regularly plays benefit concerts, and his Cambodia Support Group has raised more than $3 million over the years. In 2000, Arne received the Governor General’s Caring Canadian Award for his years of humanitarian and artistic service. Giving back is simply part of his family’s legacy, says Arne: “It’s what we do.”

Their family tradition sparks reflection: How can we also help lift up others with our time, our energy and our resources? Happy 100th to Edyta Josefina Sahlen!

• • •

Spring is a time of renewal, and you may notice some fresh departments planted in your issue of the Torch, including My Day, which highlights the schedule of a fascinating person from the UVic community; The Change-Up, a profile of someone connected to UVic who has made a bold life change; and Here to Help, a page offering tips on how to do anything better from an on-campus expert. We’ve also started up a page dedicated to books written by our alumni. Please let us know your thoughts: torch@uvic.ca.

EDYTA SAhlen enjoyed her birthday celebrations that took place in Victoria over four days at the end of March and early April.

Edyta Sahlen poses at her 1984 UVic graduation with sons HANS, ARNE, and ALLAN.
“We have created an ambitious framework of priorities and strategies that we hope will provide an inspirational shared narrative for the next five years.”

It’s an exciting time of year on campus as another graduating class prepares to embark on their path of new beginnings. Over the coming year, the University of Victoria will also start down a new path, thanks to a bold Strategic Framework that was approved by the Board of Governors on May 29, 2018.

First, I wanted to tell you how encouraged I was by the widespread engagement, creative ideas and support we received over the consultation period, from September 2017 to March of this year. We are all connected to UVic in different ways and see the university through varied lenses; hearing those diverse perspectives was invaluable.

We have created an ambitious framework of priorities and strategies that will provide an inspirational shared narrative for the next five years. During the consultation, we reaffirmed our deep commitment to contribute to a positive future for people, places and the planet. It is with that in mind that our new Strategic Framework articulates priorities and high-reaching goals that will guide planning activities and decision-making over the next five years.

We aim to be the Canadian research university that best integrates outstanding scholarship, engaged learning and real-life involvement to contribute to a better future for people and the planet—one that depends on cultivating the creative, critical and inquiring minds we have at UVic. We have work to do together. We will strive to build on the foundation of our extraordinary academic environment, contribute to environmental sustainability, continue to work with Indigenous partners on the important project of reconciliation and reach out to communities around the globe.

Engaging more with the supporters and partners outside our campus environment will be key, and alumni are one of our most important groups. As ambassadors for UVic, alumni strengthen our connections with communities, engage in lifelong learning and are integral to a robust culture of giving in all forms—time, mentorship, opportunity and financial support. The pride and affection that alumni feel toward UVic reflects the strong sense of community we have built on campus.

I know that many students were transformed through their experiences at UVic and grew to embody the attributes we aspire to instill in our graduates. They are leaders, innovators and influencers in areas such as sport, creative arts, technology, entrepreneurship and science. They make a vital impact with the work they do. Cultivating life-long connections with these alumni helps us to implement our priorities in learning, research and teaching as well as to reach beyond campus to the world around us.

Thank you to all the alumni who engaged with us through the strategic planning process. Your ideas and comments provided real-world context to the directions of this Strategic Framework that will serve students, faculty, staff and our university community. Indeed, it is through the success and contributions of our alumni that our university proves its value. The theme of this issue of the Torch is innovation, and the countless success stories—including those profiled here—show our alumni mobilizing their knowledge and talent to create a better world.

To read UVic’s Strategic Framework please visit: www.uvic.ca/strategicframework

Strategic Priorities

- Cultivate an extraordinary academic environment
- Advance research excellence and impact
- Intensify dynamic learning
- Foster respect and reconciliation
- Promote sustainable futures
- Engage locally and globally
Thank you for speaking with us!

As student callers, we keep in touch with you, tell you what’s new at the university, and let you know how you can make a difference on campus.

Thank you for sharing your UVic stories with us and helping to provide students with dynamic learning experiences in an extraordinary environment.

If you have any questions about making a gift, please contact Jenelle Murray at 250-472-4924 or by email at giving@uvic.ca.

We’re better, together.

Comprehensive coverage. Superior value.

Term Life Insurance | Dependent Term Life Insurance | Accidental Death & Dismemberment Insurance
Critical Illness Insurance | Travel Insurance | Health & Dental Insurance | Office Overhead Insurance

University of Victoria Personal Insurance Program

For a personalized quotation or to apply online, please visit us at:
solutionsinsurance.com/uvic
1.800.266.5667

Underwritten by Industrial Alliance Insurance & Financial Services Inc.
IA Financial Group is a business name and trademark of Industrial Alliance Insurance and Financial Services Inc.
RINGSIDE

A Sound Idea

IMAN MOAZZEN moved from BC to the other side of the country in pursuit of his dream: to build a better directional microphone. Moazzen (PhD ’13) and his partners at Soundskrit, based in Montreal, are developing an innovative directional microphone that separates sounds and increases sound quality for applications in consumer electronics. The team uses a biology-inspired design that directly measures the particle velocity of sound instead of its pressure. Existing devices currently require a collection of microphones, which takes up space, requires extra processing power and restricts industrial design. Moazzen says the company’s prototype was inspired by the way insects use thin hairs to detect direction. Soundskrit uses a special membrane on a custom chip. Sound enters from all sides and, based on how it vibrates the membrane, its origin can be determined with accuracy without compromising the quality of the sound. The company’s prototype is still in early stages. “Our ultimate goal is to have a directional microphone of very small size,” says Moazzen.

Learn more at Soundskrit.ca

Eyes on the Peaks

The Mountain Legacy Project (mountainlegacy.ca) is raising the alarm about the impacts of climate change on our majestic peaks by using repeat photography and an array of photographs from over the ages. The research team, led by University of Victoria environmental scientist Dr. ERIC HIGGS, has documented 150 years of ecological and cultural change by bringing modern camera equipment deep into the back country. They’ve returned each summer for nearly 20 years to capture fresh images of scenes in exactly the same locations as the original photos first taken by dozens of mountain surveyors from 1861 to 1958. The team then compares results. The project, originally led by Higgs at the University of Alberta (1998-2001), quickly grew beyond the Rocky Mountains and became the Mountain Legacy Project shortly after Higgs brought the project with him to UVic’s School of Environmental Studies in 2002.

From left to right: Sahil Gupta (product lead), Stephane Leahy (hardware lead), and IMAN MOAZZEN (software lead) gather around their prototype.
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alumna confronts europe’s refugee crisis

TORI BEDINGFIELD (BA ’11) travelled to Greece to study the remnants of human history. But just a short walk from her job as an archeologist in Athens she confronted one of today’s most pressing issues—Europe’s refugee crisis. By day, Bedingfield, who graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in Greek and Roman Studies and Anthropology before completing a master’s at Queen’s University, works in an archaeological sciences lab in Athens. Outside of work hours, the Victoria resident became increasingly involved in raising money to help feed and clothe 400 refugees living nearby in an abandoned school. “Refugee camps are full to bursting in Athens, so people have had to squat in abandoned buildings,” she says. “The refugee crisis is very visible in Greece.”

a way with words

More than 1,800 community members and stakeholders have received Google Translate training through the We Speak Translate project, which is led by a UVic graduate, KATE LONGPRE (MA ’16). The project is an innovative collaboration between Google Translate and the Inter-Cultural Association of Greater Victoria (ICA), utilizing the Google Translate app for refugee resettlement and newcomer inclusion in communities. In October 2016, Longpre, the ICA’s Community Integration Coordinator, approached Google Translate with the idea, intended to address the key barrier to new immigrant integration: language.

Longpre was interested in repurposing the technology as a tool for communities to use to promote diversity and inclusion. Google Translate was immediately interested, and in April 2017 the first We Speak Translate pilot project launched in Victoria. The project involves training community stakeholders, organizations and institutions in the Google Translate app. After completing a brief, free in-person or webinar training, participants receive a We Speak Translate decal. Training in the Google Translate app establishes a common platform for communication while newcomers develop their English language skills. The training has now occurred across Canada.

Learn more: http://www.icavictoria.org/community/we-speak-translate

captivated by coral

CHRISTINE ROPER (BSc ’15) has plunged into life after her University of Victoria studies by contributing to work involving the world’s largest coral reef system: the Great Barrier Reef. Since arriving in Australia in April 2016, Roper has worked as a research assistant for the University of Queensland, assisted with manual underwater filming for the Netflix original documentary Chasing Coral, and worked as a scientific diver and coral research intern.

Roper began volunteering for Great Barrier Reef Legacy in August 2016. Last year, she joined their research expedition to help assess the health of the reefs and search for resilient “super coral” species in the remote far northern Great Barrier Reef. In February of 2018, Roper began her master’s degree in Marine Biology and Ecology at James Cook University to study coral reef resilience and the challenges they are facing due to climate change. She says attending UVic was influential in fueling her passion for research, particularly the hands-on learning opportunities available through Co-op Education.

Alumna Confronts Europe’s Refugee Crisis

Captivated by Coral

A Way with Words
Making the News

Working at UVic’s student newspaper, the Martlet, has been a Bigsby family tradition since the 1960s

BY MARSHALL SCOTT-BIGSBY

I’m not sure if we actually have ink in our veins or simply a family penchant for deadlines and bylines, but I am the third generation of Bigsby’s to write for the Martlet newspaper. My grandfather, JIM BIGSBY (BA ’67), would describe his University of Victoria education as a major in the Martlet with a minor in Economics and Political Science.

Let’s go back to the beginning. The Sentinel and The Microscope were, for a time, separate and independent student newspapers run out of Craigdarroch Castle—the location of Victoria College—starting in 1938. In 1948, after the two publications merged, a vote was taken to rename it “Martlet,” in part to recognize the three birds on the UVic shield.

Jim Bigsby began writing for Martlet in 1962 at the Lansdowne campus (the current location of Camosun College) and served a half-year term as editor beginning in 1963. My grandmother, KATHLEEN (née HARVEY, BA ’67), was a staff member from 1963 to 1966. My dad, DAVID BIGSBY, (BA ’91 started off as a volunteer in 1987, drawing cartoons and writing. He eventually became Martlet news editor. He also ran in a student election using his pet rat as a proxy candidate—but that’s another story.

My father soon fell in love with reporting. As he grew more engrossed in the world of journalism, he started to eye a professional position. Prophetically, his creation of “Mundane Magazine” in the annual Martlet parody issue ended up being a precursor to him working at the actual Monday Magazine.

My father also met my mother, ANDREA SCOTT (BA ’96; BEd ’16), through a mutual friend—UVic. She had moved from Saskatchewan to row and to study writing, and thanks to that transition she ended up meeting my father.

My first article—a satirical piece about hyphens—was published in October 2017, 30 years after my father’s first piece and 55 years after my grandfather’s.

A lot has changed since they both worked at the Martlet. My grandfather would write up his stories in pen or using a typewriter and paper. When my grandfather had his thoughts cast into metal, or when my father glued his news pieces onto flats with hot wax, or as I type these words now into my laptop, one thing has remained constant: the tireless effort of a team of writers and editors creates a newspaper.

And that is what makes the Martlet, which turns 70 this year, so special. It’s why three generations of my family have contributed to it, and it’s why I encourage people to consider writing for us. The sense of chiselling a coherent article out of the marble block of your mind brings a feeling of elation. And that feeling is why people decide to write in the first place.
The first edition of *The Malahat Review* came off the presses the same year as Expo ‘67 was in Montreal and the first moon landing was still two years away. This revered literary journal, housed at UVic since its inception and now celebrating its 50th anniversary, has served as a springboard for some of the most recognizable names in Canadian publishing.

*The Malahat* was the first to publish a short story by Canadian author Yann Martel, 14 years before he went on to win the Booker Prize for the international bestseller *Life of Pi*. The journal dedicated an entire issue in 1977 to Margaret Atwood’s work—before she became internationally known and only five years after she published her pivotal survey of Canadian literature, *Survival*. Poets such as Michael Ondaatje, Dionne Brand, Lorna Crozier and Patricia Young have frequently graced its pages.

A commemorative publication, *The Malahat Review at Fifty: Canada’s Iconic Literary Journal*, was edited by outgoing editor John Barton and produced by UVic Libraries. The limited-edition monograph highlights *The Malahat*’s achievements while looking forward to the future and is richly illustrated with archival material from UVic Special Collections and University Archives. https://www.uvic.ca/library/about/ul/publications/index.php. An installation at the Maltwood Galleries also celebrated the publications with displays of issues, cover art, and other artifacts ranging from a vintage typewriter to menus from editorial dinners. —Tara Sharpe (BA ’95)

---

The Malahat Review featured some of Canada—and the world’s—top writers of all genres. The covers were striking, including works of art by international artists such as Andy Warhol and this one by BC artist Lawrence Paul Yuxweluptun for the “Indigenous Perspectives” issue.
HERE TO HELP

Make a Better Smartphone Video

Did you know you can shoot and edit videos right on your smartphone, no computer required?

Top tips for shooting video:
• Always be sure you are shooting at a horizontal orientation.
• Keep the shots steady to avoid blurry footage. Use a tripod or lock your elbows to your sides.
• Shoot a variety of shots—establishing shot, which could be a large vista or building exterior to provide context and set the scene. Then film some medium shots, which might include people filmed from the waist up. Add in some close-ups, and don’t be shy! Film hands in action, eyes looking at objects, etc.
• Be sure not to shoot directly into a light source. Move into the shade or turn around so your back is facing the light source.
• Take note of the sounds around you and avoid filming in wind. You can also improve sound by purchasing a microphone (both RØDE and Audio-Technica make good ones). Stand close to your subject so the sound is clear and loud.
• Experiment with slow motion and time-lapse effects (use a tripod for the latter).
• Shoot interesting angles. Stand up on a chair, crouch low to the ground. Think before you shoot!

Tips for editing:
• Try editing with one of these free cross-platform apps: Adobe Premiere Clip or GoPro Quik (try the automatic mode first, then try the manual one for more control).
• Import all your footage. Organize your clips to tell a good story: choose one establishing shot first, show the central theme of the story in the middle, then add in an interesting conclusion—end with a bang or perhaps a fun outtake.
• You can add music available from the app or source your own. Be mindful of copyright if you’re posting your work online. Try searching for Creative Commons music to be safe.
• Make your video less than one minute.
• Save/export to your device/library.
• Then you are ready to share on social media!

The best way to improve is to just get out there and shoot! Practise, practise, practise. Please note, UVic welcomes sharing videos from alumni about our university on our social media channels. Please tag #uvic and/or contact bdoman@uvic.ca to potentially share your creations.

Check out a video from UVic staffer Jes Scott to get a taste of the possibilities: http://webelongoutside.com/2017/07/video-wild-women-climb-warden-peak/
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**Trickster Business**

Multiple award-winning Haisla novelist **Eden Robinson** mixes Indigenous mythology with contemporary issues in a hot new trilogy

**BY JOHN THRELFALL, BA ’96**

It’s a good time to be a trickster. Long an essential archetype in mythologies around the world, tricksters delight in using their special abilities to flout the rules of convention and undercut the efforts of gods and mortals alike. And, given our chaotic times, it’s no surprise that tricksters are back in fashion—consider the popular representations of Loki in *The Avengers*, Maui in *Moana*, and Mr. Anansi in *American Gods*, to name just a few.

The trickster is also lighting up the Canadian bestseller list, thanks to the efforts of award-winning Haisla novelist and Creative Writing alumna Eden Robinson (BFA ’92). Her latest novel, 2017’s *Son of a Trickster*, quickly became one of last year’s “it” books, landing on almost every Canadian “best-of” book list and shortlisted for the 2017 Scotiabank Giller Prize.

But it doesn’t stop there: after receiving the $25,000 Writers Trust Engel/Findley Award in 2016 for her body of work (which at the time included two novels, a memoir and a book of short stories), Robinson also received the $50,000 Writers Trust Fellowship in 2017. This spring she was shortlisted for the Ethel Wilson Fiction Prize in the BC Book Prizes, the highly anticipated second book in her Trickster trilogy—*Trickster Drift*—is set for release in October of this year, and *Son of a Trickster* has just been optioned as a television series by Sienna Films, producers of the television show *Cardinal* and the film *New Waterford Girl*.

“It’s all a little surreal,” Robinson admits. “I mean, awards are essential to your profile, to feeling like you’re part of the literary world, but having your peers spotlight your work is an incredible feeling, and that faith is important going forward. When you have a lot of self-doubt, it’s important to reflect on the fact that people believe in you, and your work and your future work.”

Robinson left Vancouver in 2003 to return to Kitamaat Village in Haisla territory on BC’s central coast (not to be confused with the much larger nearby Kitimat), where she grew up. She came to University of Victoria in the late ’80s on the recommendation of her cousins, who were already enrolled here. “And my dad really liked the fact that the Creative Writing department had an internship program, where you could work in the summer,” she says, before pausing and breaking into her long, loud laugh that has become famous in CanLit. “But I was placed in government positions, so I just did a lot of photocopying.”

When asked about writing professors who influenced her, Robinson rattles off a list that includes Mark Anthony Jarman, Dave Godfrey and W.D. Valgardson, but admits that she wasn’t necessarily a big success right out of the gate. “I got a zero out of 10 on an assignment from one of my poetry professors, so it made me really question whether I was actually a writer—but, as the semester went on, I eventually crossed the five out of 10 threshold.”

The prof? None other than iconic poet Robin Skelton, who founded the department. “But it all worked out: I ended up doing two more workshops with him, and he turned out to be highly influential in the way I use language,” she says.
The last time Robinson spoke with the Torch was back in 2001, just after her debut novel *Monkey Beach* was shortlisted for both the Governor General’s Literary Award and the Giller Prize. At the time, she mentioned that it was in her third-year writing class that she first discovered the joy of writing. Is that sense of joy still there, five books and nearly 20 years later?

“Right now?” she asks with a wry laugh. “I’m just getting into the first draft of the third novel, and it’s a bit bumpy. Once you get hot and start powering through, though, there’s nothing as much fun.”

While she may be at work on the third novel, readers are still only on book one of the trickster trilogy. Described in the Giller Prize citation as “a novel that shimmers with magic and vitality, featuring a compelling narrator somewhere between Holden Caulfield and Harry Potter,” *Son of a Trickster* offers a unique coming-of-age story where Jared, an Indigenous teenager, balances the gritty reality of life on a small-town BC reserve with the realization that his background may be more . . . unconventional than he was raised to believe. But it isn’t until he accepts that the talking ravens, swirling fireflies and ravenous river otters may not be pot-cookie hallucinations but actually life-threatening realities that Jared starts taking his mythologically mixed parentage more seriously.

“Jared is definitely a character for our times,” Robinson says. “We’re in a time of massive flux and chaos, and it’s hard to process all the crazy things that are happening; tricksters thrive on that—they try to make jokes out of it. They’re very big characters, and they’re a lot of fun to write.”

“Flux and chaos” is a good way to describe an era highlighted by protests over issues ranging from pipelines and reconciliation to murdered and missing Indigenous women. She is a strong advocate for the rights of Indigenous women and against the Northern Gateway project. Robinson also penned a widely read op-ed for the *Globe and Mail* about the Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain pipeline expansion—although she stops short of being seen as a voice for all causes.

“Kinder Morgan doesn’t directly affect my territory, but I’m very sympathetic to people’s concerns,” she says. “I’m willing to lend my voice and my support to certain causes, but it’s the people from the affected communities who should be the ones getting the spotlight. I find a lot of issues are like that—I’m willing to listen, I’m willing to learn, but I don’t want to overstep my role.”

She’s similarly cautious about being seen as the leading Indigenous authorial voice. “The writers coming up now give me a lot of hope because they’re very comfortable speaking their minds—politically, socially and personally—and a lot of the things they’re talking about are longstanding issues. They’re letting it all go, and if there’s clapback, there’s clapback.”

Robinson’s characters in *Son of a Trickster* similarly avoid one-size-fits-all activism: some are politically astute and ready to put themselves on the line for causes they believe in, while others simply want to party. (They are small-town BC teenagers, after all.)

“I know from personal experience that a lot of people around here aren’t tuned into anything that’s going on, whether in the world or the Twitter-sphere,” she says. “They’re mostly concerned with their own lives, their families, their work. I’m just trying to reflect more of a spectrum than a specific point of view.”

When asked about her forthcoming novel, *Trickster Drift*, Robinson says. “I’m one of those people who spoil things—I like talking about *Game of Thrones* or *The Walking Dead* before anyone has seen it—but I don’t want to spoil my own book. So let’s just say Jared tries to escape magic by going to Vancouver but it becomes an increasing presence in his life: he becomes a trickster himself.”

*Trickster Drift* also introduces a whole new character in Jared’s aunt. “She’s an eccentric writer who is also somewhat political, Not that she’s based on anyone!” says Robinson, with one of her trademark laughs.
Dani Sinclair (BEd ’09) is head coach of the Vikes women’s basketball program. During her six years as coach, she led the Vikes to the Canada West Final Four for the first time in 10 years—while raising three young children. She tells us about a typical Saturday when the team has a home game.

5 a.m. Ben, my toddler, is awake. Every morning between 3 a.m. and 5 a.m. he comes in and needs his back rubbed to return to sleep. There are many nights where all three boys (James, 7 and Joseph, 5) need some tending. I haven’t had a full night’s sleep in almost a decade, but that’s parenthood. Once I’m awake, my mind races and I have difficulty getting back to sleep.

6 a.m. If the boys are still asleep, I sneak downstairs to re-watch and edit clips from Friday night’s game. If we are on the road and in a hotel room, I try to watch the game while Ben sleeps next to me. I always need to eat and have a cup of coffee first thing. I’ve been on a smoothie-bowl kick and I love an Americano.

7 a.m. Once the boys are awake I shift gears for an hour or so. We cuddle, make breakfast, talk about their plans for the day, and I help them get dressed. I try to let my husband, Matt, and mom, Anne Marie Everitt—who lives with us during the season to help with the boys—sleep in. They are both on-duty early on weekdays and will have the boys once I leave for practice.

8:30 a.m. Exercise break! I figured out a long time ago that no matter what, I would make time to at least go for a run every day. It is my mental break. It helps me to focus and makes me feel great. I’m meeting my assistant coaches for coffee, so I jog there to be efficient with my time.

9 a.m. Coaches meeting with my colleagues Leanne Evans (MA ’17) and Brett Westcott (BA ’86). We go over the plan for morning practice and the game tonight.

10:15 a.m. We meet with the whole team to review video from last night’s game. We discuss what we did well and where we need to improve.

11 a.m. On the court for practice with the team to walk through adjustments.

12 p.m. I make a few phone calls at my office, usually to recruits (a full-time job in itself). Often during home weekends, we will have recruits visiting and I will spend the afternoon with them, taking them for lunch and a tour of the campus.

1:30 p.m. If we have no recruits visiting, I can head home and spend an hour with my family before coming back for the game. My older two boys are busy with their own activities so I’ll often go watch them play soccer or hockey, or perhaps take them to a birthday party or playdate.

2:30 p.m. Time to get ready for the game. My mom is my personal shopper and helps me put together an outfit. It’s my one chance all week to get out of my athletic wear and dress up. I also like to listen to music, all different kinds, to help calm my nerves.

3:15 p.m. Off to the gym. I always stop for a coffee (black Americano) on the way to Centre for Athletics, Recreation and Special Abilities (CARSA). Finnerty’s at the UVic Bookstore is a regular go-to.

3:45 p.m. Quiet and reflective time in the office. I like to shut my door, drink my coffee and watch the other U SPORTS games underway around the country. Watching other games helps me relax. My nerves disappear once the game starts.

4:10 p.m. Head down to the hardwood. Our team is well into their warm-up routine. I will touch base and sit with my staff and also chat with the opposing coach.
4:30 p.m. Pre-game talk in the team room. It’s a routine thing that is special—only the inner circle of the team is involved. It is where we come together one last time before we head into battle.

5 p.m. Team introductions, the national anthem, and then game time! We love listening to Tony Cordle, who has been singing the anthem long before I played at UVic. We’ve spent our whole week preparing for tip-off. It will be nearly two hours of intense, fun, pressure-packed basketball. It is mentally and physically exhausting but is the high that we as athletes and coaches all crave.

7 p.m. Game over and it’s time for post-game routines. Usually I chat to the Times Colonist, CHEK News, and of course our UVic communications team. We then head to the change room for a team post-game talk. It’s a good opportunity to connect and put the week to rest.

7:15 p.m. Now I can finally go find my boys in the stands. They love attending the games. They always give me a big hug after the game.

8 p.m. My husband takes the boys home to bed. I stick around to watch the men’s game and touch base with recruits, coaches and community supporters who have come to watch.

9 p.m. Home. Finally. I am usually too tired to do anything other than crash on the couch and have a glass of wine with my mom or husband. If I have an ounce of energy left we might stay up and watch a movie.

12 a.m. I know I need to sleep but Saturday nights, especially at home, are my absolute favourite time of the week. It’s the one chance I have to take a break and enjoy some kid-free time. I know it won’t last long.

**Bottom line:** “When I look back over these past years, there’s a part of me that wonders how I ever made it through, but I also know that these have the best years of my life. I’ve cherished every single moment, good and bad. I’ve been able to do it because I love my family, my friends and supporters—and I truly love my job."
**PRINT MATTERS**

Meeting a Murderer

Alumna Carys Cragg put personal pain to the page in a memoir about her father’s violent death

CARYS CRAGG came out the other side of a violent death in her family with complicated questions and stories to tell. Her true crime literary memoir, *Dead Reckoning: How I Came to Meet the Man Who Murdered My Father*, launched last fall to a raft of favourable reviews. The work by the graduate of UVic’s School of Child and Youth Care (BA ’05, MA ’08) examines the fallout from the death of her father, Calgary doctor Geoffrey Cragg. Dr. Cragg was murdered during a botched robbery in 1995 when Carys was 11. Twenty years later, Carys chose to reach out to her father’s killer, Sheldon Klatt, through a restorative justice program. She exchanged letters with him and eventually met him in prison.

Carys, currently a faculty member at Douglas College’s Child & Youth Care program, says such highly personal stories are often kept private, for good reasons. “However, the consequence of that trend is that no one has the opportunity to learn, be challenged by, resist against or follow those models for their own lives. I believe memoir offers stories to the world for us all to consider and widen our perspectives of the human condition. Finally, right now, restorative justice is entering into mainstream dialogue.”

*Dead Reckoning* is available from Arsenal Pulp Press.

The Economics of Sport

JUSTIN BEDI, BA ’12 (political science and journalism), MA (University of Saskatchewan), recently launched his book: *Sports Are Worth How Much!? And Other Questions in Pro Sports, Answered (Kind Of)*. In the independently published debut, Justin takes an analytical and opinionated look at the professional sports industry in Canada and the US and uses economics to tackle debates while incorporating humour and personal anecdotes.

*Sports Are Worth How Much!? And Other Questions in Pro Sports, Answered (Kind Of)* is available from Amazon.
Launched Indigenous Entrepreneurs

The Aboriginal Canadian Entrepreneurs (ACE) Program, a partnership with TRICORP and the Peter B. Gustavson School of Business, helps Indigenous students create new businesses

By Anja Karadeglija

Dr. Frank Parnell, CEO of the Prince Rupert-based Tribal Resources Investment Corporation (TRICORP), had a vision. The idea was to provide community-tailored and culturally appropriate business education for Indigenous people to promote their full participation in the Canadian economy through business ownership. Little did the member of the Haida Nation know that five years later this vision would manifest as an international award-winning entrepreneurship program that fuels innovation.

Since it started up in 2013, the Aboriginal Canadian Entrepreneurs (ACE) Program (www.iamace.ca)—developed in partnership by TRICORP and the Peter B. Gustavson School of Business at the University of Victoria—has graduated 275 participants in 18 cohorts, with representatives from 26 Indigenous communities in BC. The program’s curriculum design bridges Indigenous culture with entrepreneurship. It’s a combination of experiential learning, visual learning, coaching and mentoring.

Many of the program alumni are making waves, such as Ben Davidson, a 2014 graduate who owns and operates All About U Arts, a gallery on Haida Gwaii that he created on the site of his former studio. Davidson transformed the space inside a derelict building into a modern gallery to showcase his work. He now displays and sells his own pieces, marking an important step forward for his business.

“As an artist, I’m excited to see the idea of an ACE for Artists program become a reality. In 2014 when I was taking the ACE program, I had already started my own business. I soon realized that I had done many things the hard way or the wrong way,” says Davidson. “Through the ACE program I learned to delegate and build a good team as well as create multiple revenue streams with my art. It’s a very beneficial course.”

As a result of his innovative work, Davidson won the annual British Columbia Creative Achievement Award for First Nations’ Art from the BC Achievement Foundation. In October 2017, he was recognized at the ninth annual BC Aboriginal Business Awards.

Perhaps the most powerful indicator of the program’s success is that over the last five years, more than 70 new businesses have launched in the graduates’ home territories. These businesses have flourished and created jobs in these communities. Other graduates have continued their education or are employed in a field related to the business plans they created in the ACE program.

“We’re proud of the ACE program and the difference it is making in the lives of our people and in the economic self-reliance of our Indigenous communities,” says Parnell. “The many awards that the program and its graduates have received recognize the innovation and validate the power in partnership, where we work together and learn from each other.”

The ACE approach was developed in partnership with TRICORP and a team of professors from the Gustavson School of Business led by Dr. Brent Mainprize. The program has managed to balance cutting-edge concepts with practical experiential learning, all while exploring entrepreneurship in a culturally appropriate way.

Key innovations include bringing the university to the community; enabling entrepreneurs to tap into local economic opportunities and strengthen their community; integration of Indigenous cultural elements into the curriculum; and expanding students’ experiences beyond the preparation of a business plan to encompass collaboration, social innovation and positive cultural identity.

Delivering university programming in small or remote communities can present a number of challenges. Luckily, thanks to local program managers like Cory Stephens (BCom ’96), who has roots in the Nisga’a and Tsimshian Nations, the ACE program operates with effective community and cultural integration. “Our graduating students have consistently offered deep appreciation for the learning opportunity provided by Gustavson and TRICORP and repeatedly express gratitude for a new way of envisioning and taking advantage of opportunities in Northern BC,” explains Stephens. “The program has truly changed lives.”

The ACE Program recently received a $1 million donation from the Bank of Montreal to support the BMO Aboriginal Canadian Entrepreneurship Catalyst Fund. The fund will be used to foster Indigenous economic development through the expansion of the ACE Program. Additional funds of $250,000 were also provided to the catalyst fund by Tim and Frances Price, paving the way for more success stories in the future.
Game Changers

Meet the innovators, seven dynamic members of the University of Victoria community who are here on campus—or out in the world—leading and making a difference in their diverse fields.

They are JC Fraser, general manager of the Vancouver Canadians baseball club; health information science expert Elizabeth Borycki; Child and Youth care prof Sandrina de Finney; chemist Fraser Hof; engineer Chris Kennedy; tech company founder Patrick McFadden; and Holocaust educator Helga Thorson.
Play Bold

JC Fraser made strategic moves to improve the fan experience and re-energize the Vancouver Canadians

BY TOM HAWTHORN

On game days, you will find JC Fraser greeting fans with a handshake at Nat Bailey Stadium in Vancouver, arguably the prettiest ball park in the land. He will grab a seat in the grandstand to listen to fan opinions about concession food, parking and ticket prices. “JC is affable and service-oriented,” says Ernest (Kit) Krieger, a season-ticket holder.

Fraser, 36, is general manager of the Vancouver Canadians, a professional minor-league baseball team affiliated with the Toronto Blue Jays. Fraser is responsible for finding sponsors and filling seats at the 67-year-old stadium. Last season, the club sold 98 percent of their tickets. “Little room for growth,” Fraser acknowledges. “In my 11 years with the team, we’ve never shown a trend in the wrong direction, whether that be revenue or attendance.”

Fraser was named executive of the year in the Northwest League in 2015 and one of the Top 40 Under 40 by Business in Vancouver magazine last year. Those are heady achievements for a business-oriented student who graduated from the University of Victoria (BA ’04) by specializing in—“of all things,” he says—French history.

John Campbell Fraser III grew up in Vancouver, the youngest of three children born to a mother who raised funds for a private school and a father who specialized in property law. He played catcher for the Kerrisdale Sea Lions Little League team. After high school, he decided on a whim to register at the University of Victoria. The Napoleonic era became a passion after he was inspired by professor Dr. Rob Alexander, who remembers Fraser favourably as a student “who wasn’t shy about speaking in seminars.”

When not in class, Fraser operated a house-painting franchise. After graduation, he worked in Australia as a diving instructor before travelling through Southeast Asia and on to India and Nepal. He returned to Vancouver and was installing home gyms when his father suggested he apply for an internship at the Canadians. The club had recently been purchased by Jake Kerr, who founded a forestry company, and Jeff Moody, an executive with the A&W hamburger chain. The new owners hired American baseball executive Andy Dunn to be president. Dunn changed the club’s target audience from young, beer-drinking men to families seeking affordable entertainment.

One day, Dunn pulled out a napkin on which he sketched out additional seating at the cramped park. Fraser was put in charge of the project, which was completed on time and on budget though he was at times overwhelmed by dual off-season responsibilities in building a grandstand as well as a team. The hey y’all! Porch, named after a sponsoring hard iced tea, and other changes brought the capacity of the ball park from 5,132 to 6,413 seats. This summer Fraser will strive to sell the two per cent of seats surrounding Scotiabank Field that went unoccupied last season.

Meanwhile, Fraser and his wife Felicia are raising two preschool boys—becoming his own target audience. As if life isn’t busy enough, he’s also working on a Masters of Business Administration at Simon Fraser University. While some business students might balk at writing a six-page essay, Fraser is comfortable putting thoughts on paper. “I found an application for my degree,” he says with a laugh.

Tom Hawthorn was the 2014 Harvey S. Southam Lecturer in Journalism and Nonfiction in the Department of Writing.

Fraser’s top ballparks snacks:
1. Hot dog
2. Peanuts
3. Sunflower seeds
Dr. Elizabeth Borycki says it’s a great time to be a student of Health Information Science.

BY KATE HILDEBRANDT

Dr. Elizabeth Borycki was interested in health informatics long before the science had a name. Now she teaches, researches, consults and publishes on the science of designing, developing and managing digitized health systems, technologies and data. Borycki, a professor with the University of Victoria’s School of Health Information Science, is recognized around the world as a leading health informatics researcher, scholar and innovator.

In 2008, Borycki co-created the first double degree graduate program in Nursing and Health Informatics in Canada. In doing so, she promoted the first nursing informatics program in our country. Unlike other technology-focused areas of study, the majority of Health Information Science students at UVic are female. “Many of our students are interested in revolutionizing health care using health information technologies designed, developed and implemented to improve patient health,” says Borycki. The School of Health Information Science at UVic is currently educating the largest intake of undergrads in the school’s 36-year history.

Health-information technology is digitizing healthcare. Patients, health professionals and care services are moving online and becoming more accessible. Borycki develops and designs best practices and shares that knowledge with her informatics students, researchers, administrators and policymakers worldwide. That’s one reason the school attracts high interest locally and globally, graduating desirable professionals to forge new advances in settings where health-information technologies are used to improve health care.

Borycki represents Canada on behalf of the International Medical Informatics Association and travels internationally to educate health information technology professionals and policymakers about best practices developed at UVic. “I disseminate this knowledge globally so that we can improve health-information technology and improve patient safety.”

Her key interests include developing new ways to educate students for a work world of constant technological change as well as defining the many clinical applications which, in turn, advance patient safety. The reach of her work is global, yet its impact can be felt at the student level.

“In Denmark, patients are able to view their health information online, book appointments with health professionals and take an active role in their care using tools developed by health information technology professionals,” she explains. “Countries, including Canada, are running pilot projects to test patient portals and mobile applications right now.”

Having been on the frontline of health informatics for more than 20 years, Borycki sees the future for this sector as one of optimal growth, innovation and stable employment. Close to 100 per cent of graduates are working, enjoying excellent salaries and stimulating work while remaining in high demand.

“As technology advances, there is more we can do, and so much more to know,” says Borycki, who was honoured as one of the top 10 Canadian women in digital health by Digital Health Canada. “This means it’s a great time to be a student of Health Information Science.”

Three books on Borycki’s nightstand:
1. To Err is Human: Building a Safer Health System, Institute of Medicine
2. Improving Diagnosis in Health Care, Quality Chasm, Institute of Medicine
3. The Human Factor: Revolutionizing the Way People Live with Technology, Kim J. Vicente
Chantal Adams recalls her first encounter with Sandrina de Finney (BA ’00, PhD ’07), an associate professor at the University of Victoria’s School of Child and Youth Care. Adams was a first-year student when De Finney and a master’s student visited one of Adams’ classes: they spoke about their work with Indigenous children and families, sang and drummed and discussed the concept of intersectionality: how forms of oppression such as sexism, racism and colonialism are interdependent.

“She came at a time when I felt disconnected,” says Adams, who is of Haida and European ancestry. “I was still holding my culture in to keep it protected. Their songs hit a place in me where I longed for connection.”

Adams’ reflections on her community and identity led her into the Indigenous specialization in Child and Youth Care and then to become a research facilitator with de Finney on an ongoing project called Sisters Rising, an Indigenous-led research study to support Indigenous responses to high rates of sexualized violence. (Find out more at www.sistersrising.uvic.ca/.)

Meeting the needs of students like Adams is at the heart of de Finney’s teaching. “We support students to bring their ancestral knowledges into their education and research projects, to hold them at the centre of their education, so they don’t experience as much the sense of incongruence between multiple worldviews.”

In her research, de Finney also emphasizes community vision and need. “Our community-based approach to scholarship is in many ways a return to the ancient and wise ways of knowing that have always sustained Indigenous communities,” she says. “These knowledges are generative, contemporary and vibrant.”

The Sisters Rising research project is one example of such work. The project supports the wellbeing and dignity of Indigenous girls and youth by listening to and recording their experiences and their stories of resistance and strength. These experiences are often conveyed through art, storytelling and culturally grounded practices.

Adams contributed to this research by producing a 20-minute film about her 2017 visit to Haida Gwaii. There, she interviewed local women on the topic of land and body. The film interweaves stunning footage of Haida Gwaii’s shorelines and forests—both intact and clearcut—with these interviews. In the film, Adams draws a link between “land sovereignty” and “body sovereignty.” Adams and fellow student Shezell Rae Sam also presented their work as featured speakers at a national conference in Toronto.

“I see how the land can be held as sacred, and I see how the land can be treated as an object to be violated,” says Adams in the film’s voiceover. “I see how Indigenous bodies can be treated in these same ways.

The women Adams interviews span generations. In one scene, Adams’ aunt, Alice Montjoy, or Killer Whale Woman, and friend, Terri Russ, or Yappy Bird, forage for red huckleberries in the rainforest.

“I am happy to see when all the young women are out berry picking,” says Montjoy in the film. “Our grandmothers and great-grandmothers and generations back all picked the berries and cared for the land.” In another scene, a young woman, Jordan Stewart, underscores this relationship with the land: “I love the island, I love the beaches… I find it healing for the stuff I’ve been through.”

Throughout the film and in other research pieces produced for Sisters Rising, the concepts of consent and respect are prominent: consent and respect between individuals, between people and the land, and between the researchers themselves and the communities.

“With Sisters Rising we’ve been able to follow good protocols,” says de Finney. “The students are not jeopardizing their ethics. They are getting support from their communities and Elders.”

De Finney shares three songs that move her:
1. “Vivir sin aire” by Maná
2. “Broken Arrow” by Robbie Robertson
3. “Au bord du Lac Bijou” by Zachary Richard
Teaching Creative Chemistry

BY BRAD BUIE, BA ’99

Fraser Hof has held fast to his joy of discovery. “I’ve never lost the spirit of just trying stuff out,” says Dr. Hof, Professor in the Department of Chemistry and Canada Research Chair in Supramolecular and Medicinal Chemistry.

The sentiment applies equally to his classroom and his lab. Hof gives his third- and fourth-year undergraduate organic chemistry students original, cutting-edge research literature to study. And he sets high standards for them. “You should be able to read an article, interpret it, tell me something intelligent about it,” says Hof, “And at the highest level of understanding, create the next experiment or idea.”

Students respond with enthusiasm. They come to class prepared to tackle the tough problems presented in the research papers. They teach each other and learn together in teams. Hof then asks them to search online for papers in which scientists are using similar techniques.

“I really need them to avoid the expectation that learning is whatever is delivered in class,” says Hof. “When they go out into society and the workplace, they’ll need to find knowledge themselves. Nobody gives you a textbook for life.”

For undergraduate students eager for more, Hof provides opportunities to do research in his lab. Over 100 undergraduates have taken him up on his offer. Hof tries to include all students who are interested. “The only limit is the capacity. For me, it’s never about GPA.”

Hof’s motivation derives from his own struggle as an undergraduate. At age 18, he was seeking a summer job in a lab. He was turned down by a dozen professors before one finally agreed to take him on. He admits he began as a bad chemist.

“I broke things, I spilled things, I did dangerous things,” he recalls, “but I loved every minute of it. Then the summer after that I was less dangerous and I did get to be a good chemist.” While not romanticizing research, Hof’s passion for the process is evident. “Real research is hard,” explains Hof. “Unlike prefabricated experiments that teach you basic techniques, real research teaches you what to do when they fail.”

Hof has a set structure for apprenticeship in his lab. Undergraduate students spend the first semester doing basic chemistry steps that help other people’s projects. In the second semester, they think about what projects they want to pursue. Then, once they have acquired the basic skills of research (which differ from the technical steps in chemistry) they’re running their own research projects with increasingly less connection to the graduate students.

“The graduate students are the backbone of the lab,” Hof says. “But I’ve had undergraduates publish as first authors.”

Sarah Khan, a 3M National Student Fellow and undergraduate student, worked in Hof’s lab on a drug designed to fight prostate cancer. “I learned the importance of creativity in the research environment,” says Khan. “We met regularly as the 20-member lab group and in smaller groups to collectively brainstorm ideas. Fraser attended every meeting, always emphasizing teamwork and communication.”

Indeed, Hof will debate the merits of an idea with his students. When they are passionate and undeterred, he always urges them to go ahead. Sometimes they come back and plunk a successful sample on his desk. “The best moments are when the students prove me wrong,” Hof says, grinning proudly.

Three athletes Hof admires:
1 Kelly Buchberger—hockey player, now coach, formerly of the Edmonton Oilers
2 Mesut Özil—Arsenal F.C. soccer star
3 Arjen Robben—Dutch professional soccer player
THE GAME CHANGER

Building a Greener Engineer

University of Victoria's Civil Engineering program is teaching grads to see projects through a green lens

BY BRAD BUIE, BA ‘99

The University of Victoria’s Civil Engineering department has a lofty aim: to be the greenest program of its kind in Canada. Demand—and need—for the program is high.

“The average age of a civil engineer in BC is 50 years old,” says Dr. Chris Kennedy, chair of the department, which launched in 2016. “There are three jobs for every civil engineer, so there is a legitimate need.”

While its graduates are in high demand, the decision to devote the program to green pursuits stems from a global urgency. “Scientists believe a sixth mass extinction in Earth’s history may be under way,” says Kennedy. “Engineers are so far away from relating their activities to that challenge. Because we are the ones building the manufactured capital, we must address it.”

Students in the program learn about different systems, including ecosystems. For example, they may learn how to quantify biodiversity and then how to engineer for its conservation. Kennedy cites the wildlife overpasses and underpasses on the Trans-Canada Highway through Alberta as just one example of an engineering solution to a conflict between environment and development.

“It’s a deep approach,” explains Kennedy, “And the combination of our faculty is what makes the program so exciting.”

The department is close to its goal of hiring 15 faculty members. In addition to fundamental engineering knowledge, they collectively possess expertise in groundwater and geotechnical systems, innovative construction materials, energy-efficient buildings, steel and timber structures, infrastructure system modeling and water and wastewater treatment.

The faculty recently met with an architect and the university’s Facilities Management to envision a potential building expansion. “The standard for a university structure was formerly a LEED Gold building, which is what the government used to dictate,” says Kennedy, referring to the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design distinction. “But we’re way beyond that. We’re looking at beyond net zero.”

Kennedy’s own expertise is as an industrial ecologist. He studies resource use in society. “We’re like economists except instead of dollars and cents, we use kilograms and joules,” he explains. “On the applied side, we want to change energy and material flows to reduce the environmental impact, not only carbon but also biodiversity loss.”

Specifically, Kennedy analyzes the flows of materials and energy in a city, what’s known as urban metabolism. In one exercise, he gives his students data on a megacity’s physical flows: gasoline, natural gas, aviation fuel, electricity, industrial production and waste. From these flows, students calculate the greenhouse gas inventory. Kennedy helped establish this methodology for the United Nations and the World Bank.

Kennedy uses this data along with other information—such as the city’s density and wealth—to ask what strategies cities should use to reduce their emissions. “Driving an electric car in BC might be a good idea,” suggests Kennedy, noting the province’s formidable hydroelectric power. “But not so much in Alberta where you’re transferring emissions from tailpipe to smokestack.”

Graduates of UVic’s Civil Engineering program will be characterized by their ability to understand context. “It’s a marriage between the systems-level understanding of society and the environment with engineering skills,” says Kennedy. “To know, for example, the difference between a timber versus a concrete structure—how to engineer both and understand the carbon calculation on each and not just take it on face value.”

Kennedy’s three green engineering ideas to benefit Victoria:
1. Electrify everything (i.e. replace fossil fuel powered engines and furnaces with electric motors)
2. “Capture resources from our waste streams (e.g. new wastewater treatment plant)
3. Stop using carbon-based forms of cement
THE GAME CHANGER

Dynamic Duo

**IRIS Dynamics**, a technology company founded by former University of Victoria students, specializes in real-feel robotics

**BRAD BUIE, BA ’99**

Patrick McFadden and Kyle Hagen already had a lot in common. They both attended the University of Victoria and both were pilots. Then, in 2012, they teamed up for an exciting project: to build a flight simulator at the Victoria International Airport for their employer (a now-defunct company).

When they got to building controls—or yokes as they are known on aircraft—the duo were striving for a certain certification standard. Off-the-shelf force feedback yokes were too expensive. They began thinking how they could build them cheaper and perhaps make them better. They landed on an elegant solution: abandon machine parts like cogs and gears in favour of the push and pull of magnetic forces.

McFadden (BA ’08) and Hagen independently co-founded Iris Dynamics and launched a Kickstarter campaign in 2013 to develop this unique human-machine interface.

Now, five years later, they have a bustling office on Quadra Street and a growing number of projects and partners. They have seven employees, two of whom are UVic students pursuing engineering degrees. “The tie in with UVic is great. We’re able to pull in some very talented people, both professors and students, for work terms and research.”

Iris Dynamics made their first commercial sale to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, better known as NASA. They provided NASA with a flight yoke that was used to collect pilot data as part of a study to test the effectiveness of various human-machine interface designs. Lockheed Martin and Boeing followed as customers. Iris Dynamics has also shipped simulator units to the Victoria Flying Club and the Royal Canadian Air Cadet Squadron. “For me, it feels full circle to help up-and-coming pilots since I learned to fly as an air cadet,” says Hagen.

What makes their technology unique and in demand is that it allows the human to feel—rather than merely observe—what is occurring in the operation of the machine.

In their Victoria office, McFadden and Hagen demonstrate with one of their devices: their Magnetic Suspension Joystick. Hagen adjusts dials as you manipulate the joystick. One moment you feel you are stirring molasses and the next you are clunking through the gears of a five-speed transmission. Inside the box is one moving part: the magnetic base of the joystick suspended among four electromagnetic copper coils. Modulated by software algorithms, the coils’ magnetic fields exert precise forces on the stick. There are as many sensations as there are algorithms—and the algorithms are only limited by the imagination of engineers. As the joystick floats and glides within an electromagnetic field, the system operates silently, reliably and—key to their business model—cheaply. And the realistic, precision feedback is vital for applications, particularly for safety.

“Tactile information actually feeds back to the brain faster than visual or auditory information,” explains McFadden. “That’s why aircraft have ‘stick shakers’ to get a pilot’s attention when a stall is imminent. Fly-by-wire has removed pilots from the feel of the aircraft.”

Their technology returns the “feel” to the operator, such as changing wind over an aircraft’s wings, explains Hagen: “The big value is that it builds muscle memory, which is important for a pilot who must also focus on navigation and communication.”

At the recent Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, automotive industry attendees kept returning to Iris Dynamics exhibit. “The question of whether the car of the future will be fully autonomous or semi-autonomous has not been answered yet,” observes McFadden. “A joystick may replace the steering wheel as the interface.”

Potential applications for their ideas include remotely-operated vehicles, heavy equipment, industrial automation and healthcare. The team is currently focused on finding the right partners to help them enter these fields.

McFadden lists three of his top board games:
1. Dungeons and Dragons
2. Cards against Humanity
3. Risk
THE GAME CHANGER

Where Education Meets Emotion

Helga Thorson helps students learn about the past and its relevance to the present

BY BRAD BUIE, BA ‘99

Helga Thorson is familiar with students feeling fazed at the end of four weeks of study of the Holocaust and its memorialization. Since 2011, she has led students at the I-witness Field School. Students are totally immersed in the material without distraction, which separates the field school experience from the classroom. Then there is the subject matter: the Holocaust and humanity’s immense responsibility to remember, even as those with first-hand knowledge are passing on.

“You come to the subject matter from an intellectual perspective but also on an emotional level,” says Dr. Thorson, Associate Professor and Chair of German and Slavic Studies. “When you put those things together, it makes the educational difference.”

“Throughout the duration of this course we have made memories around memories,” a student blogged on the final day of the 2016 I-witness Field School. “Oh my, what does this mean for the layers of history and the layers of memory we have studied?”

The first week of the field school takes place at UVic. Students discuss assigned readings and each chooses a memorial site that they will guide their classmates through. Thorson also arranges for Holocaust survivors from the community to meet with the group. After gaining the knowledge from secondary and precious first-hand sources, the students then travel to Central Europe—Berlin, Krakow, Budapest, Vienna and Linz—to spend three weeks exploring Holocaust sites, museums and monuments.

The students learn about the past and its relevance to the present. They acquire an understanding of hatred and its consequences in the stages of genocide. They meet with fellow students from Europe and discuss their relationship to the Holocaust—what they learned or didn’t learn in school or from their families, and how their relationship to the Holocaust changes over time.

“Students also become so much bolder as researchers,” says Thorson. “Having been to these sites, they feel confident disagreeing with the authors on their reading list.”

On their return to Canada, students must give a public presentation on their experience. For Thorson, it is important that the knowledge is shared with the public, including the Jewish community and donors who help with students’ travel costs. Students often express a commitment to keep the memory of their experience alive and act on it in some way. For example, Thorson and some students have begun a digital mapping project to track the fates of Jewish residents of a single street, Servitengasse, in Vienna in 1938 when Nazi Germany occupied Austria. The project originated a few years ago with Vienna resident Barbara Kintaert who became curious about who had lived in her apartment building during that period.

Undergraduate student Giorgia Ricciardi is part of the team diligently recording these stories. She will participate in the I-witness Field School this year and serve as a guide to her cohort when they visit Servitengasse. After completing her undergraduate degree, Ricciardi will continue on into UVic’s new master’s stream in Holocaust Studies, the only one of its kind in Canada.

“I believe that knowledge on the Holocaust is crucial in combating the hatred we see all around us today,” says Ricciardi. “I plan on using what I learn in order to educate and inspire those around me to stand against hatred.”

Three historical sites Thorson recommends for a visit:
1. The Weissensee Jewish cemetery in Berlin, Germany
2. The Servitengasse in Vienna, Austria
3. The Shoes on the Danube Bank memorial site in Budapest, Hungary
**THE CHANGE-UP**

**The Ice-Cream Man**

We profile UVic alumni who recently made a bold life change

---

**Name:** **Daniel Edler**, founder of 49 Below Artisan Ice Cream

**Age:** Below 49... Just kidding, I’m 34.

**Hometown:** I was born in Linz, Austria and spent 14 years there, then moved to Victoria where I’ve lived ever since.

**UVic degree and year:** I received a BSc with a double major in Biology and Germanic Studies in 2006. (The Below 49 logo features the Giant Pacific octopus, a creature local to Victoria. It was in part inspired by my biology studies.)

**What I used to do:** In 2007, I took a job as a Metadata Analyst with the BC government’s Integrated Land Management Bureau. Over the next few years, I advanced to various jobs, ultimately ending up as a Senior Spatial Data Administrator with DataBC.

**Then I had the idea to:** Get married, become a father and start an ice-cream business.

**Why I did it:** There are a several reasons why I made the switch. For one, I was no longer being challenged in my role. Every day ended up being more or less the same. I had no creative freedom, and I saw no opportunity to advance. I often walked through these mental exercises, one of which was fast forwarding 30 years. Would I be happy if I still did what I’m doing today? Would I be satisfied? In 2015, the answer was ‘No’.

**How I did it:** 49 Below Ice Cream started with a very lean business plan and the decision to start things in stages. Start small, grow and invest back into the company. I had limited time and limited capital to invest, so starting small was key.

With that in mind, I decided to start the business as a subscription service. I could raise capital and invest it into the company on a monthly basis. Last year, we began selling a few of our staple flavours in grocery stores and at local markets. All the while, we did everything to keep our costs low. We share a commercial kitchen rather than renting space of our own. We advertise using social media. We deliver our own pints instead of having a distributor.

**What I love about my new life:** Starting your own business (especially in the food sector) is a time-consuming endeavour that requires you to get good at jumping through hoops. There are a lot of sleepless nights and early mornings, but I wouldn’t change it for anything. I’m in control of what we do and when we do it, and it gives me the freedom to spend more time with my wife and children.

The other thing I love is when I’m wearing a 49 Below T-shirt and people come up and tell me that they have tasted 49 Below ice cream and they LOVE IT!

**What I miss about my old life:** My co-workers and the pay cheque.

**One lesson learned:** Don’t be scared to charge a premium price for a premium product. Making ice cream with seasonal and local ingredients in small batches comes with a cost and there is a reason why most mass-produced ice cream in grocery stores costs what it does.

**One person who helped me:** I have met so many wonderful people in the Victoria food scene that have been amazing. If I can only name one, I will go with my wife, Erin (BSc ’01). She has been nothing but supportive and a great sounding board for me. I couldn’t do it without her.

**One trade secret:** Don’t produce and distribute a flavour before having completed extensive R&D.

**Where to find me:** Sign up for our ice cream subscription at 49below.ca or follow us @49below. Find our pints at Pepper’s Grocery and For Good Measure in Victoria—with more stores to come soon.

---

**49 BELOW
* ARTISAN ICE CREAM *

---

**Tegan MacMartin**
Support for Women Economists

After retiring from her work as a senior executive with TransAlta, Cynthia Johnston (MA, Econ ’86) reconnected with the University of Victoria to create a Women in Economics Graduate Scholarship. We recently asked her about the legacy project.

The idea:
I wanted to unite with like-minded female economics alumni to create a Women in Economics Graduate Scholarship to help future students.

The inspiration:
Women are generally under-represented in economics, but I was fortunate to work with several strong women in the energy sector who also had graduate degrees in economics. Working with these women has inspired me to ensure we give more women the opportunity, support and encouragement to pursue a career that starts with a graduate degree in economics. If we can enhance the reputation of UVic’s graduate program and attract more women to it, that’s an added benefit.

I received the Phillips, Hager and North Graduate award in 1985 so knew firsthand the impact a scholarship could have. Not only did it support me financially, it gave me confidence to complete the program and springboard into a career in the energy sector.

What we accomplished:
We have raised over $27,000 to date. We got approval for the award from the UVic Senate in the fall of 2017. We will award our first Women in Economics Graduate Scholarship later this year and have plans to accomplish our long-term goal.

Lessons learned:
A small, committed and like-minded team of people can accomplish what they set out to do!

Working closely with the Alumni Relations staff at UVic has been critical to our success. Setting goals and celebrating our collective successes along the way has kept us focused and passionate.

Looking forward:
We’re excited to award and celebrate our first recipient. As chair of the committee, I intend to keep up the momentum to help us grow the scholarship to $150,000 so that we can award more scholarships to deserving women pursuing careers in economics.
Hoopsters Unite at Vikes for Life

Basketball superstars from years past and alumni supporters came out in force to cheer on the men’s and women’s teams as they battled the UBC Thunderbirds at the Vikes for Life Basketball Night February 1st. More than 2,000 fans supported the Vikes at the event, which was part of 2018 Alumni Week festivities. Alumni are offered special discounts and group rates for the yearly event.

Music Grad wins Excellence in the Performing Arts Prize

Composer RODNEY SHARMAN, an alumnus of the University of Victoria School of Music, has received the $50,000 Walter Carsen Prize for Excellence in the Performing Arts. Awarded by the Canada Council for the Arts, the Walter Carsen Prize recognizes the highest level of artistic excellence and distinguished career achievements by a Canadian professional artist in music, theatre, or dance. The prize is only awarded to musicians once every four years.
Meet our 2018 Distinguished Alumni Award Winners

Front row, left to right: DR. MARINOS STYLIANOU, PhD ’93 (Mechanical Engineering) – Engineering; LUCY BELL, Cert ’13 & MA ’16 (Indigenous Language), Dipl ’16 (Cultural Resource Management, partnered program of Continuing Studies & Fine Arts) – Division of Continuing Studies; DR. IAN COURTICE, BSc ’80 (Microbiology) – Division of Medical Sciences; ANDRÉE LACASSE, BCYC ’14 – Human and Social Development; TAMARA NAPOLEON, LLB ’07, BA ’04 (Writing) – Humanities; JULIE ANGUS, MSc ’01 (Biology) – UVic Libraries. Back row, left to right: CARLI KENNEDY, BMus ’08 – Fine Arts; JULIE KENNEDY, BMus ’08 – Fine Arts; DR. DARYLL HARRISON, BSc ’81 (Chemistry); PhD ’87 (Chemistry) – Science; RY MORAN, BA ’02 (Political Science) – Social Sciences; MIKE CORRIGAN, MBA ’00 – Gustavson School of Business; MERLE ALEXANDER, LLB ’99, BA ’94 (Political Science) – Law; JEFFERY HOPKINS, BA ’91 (English) – Education.

Bike device a winner
A pack created by a University of Victoria student that gives cyclists a boost as they pedal uphill was one of the winners of the Smart South Island Open Innovation Challenge.

SIMON PARK invented a small bicycle trailer called "Caboost" that clips onto a bike to provide electric drive assistance. Two UVic alumni also won for their innovations. DEREK JACOBY (MA ’11, PhD ’16) won for "Naloxone Pal," an app that connects helpers who have overdose kits. MATTHEW KEMSHAW (BA ’08) came up with technology to support productive fruit trees in urban areas. All three won $15,000 to pursue their ideas.

Events

July
The Body and the Page in Victorian Culture
An International Conference held at UVic
July 26 – 28

August
UVic Golf Classic
August 1

Vancouver Canadians Baseball Game
Alumni & Friends event
August 27 | Vancouver

September
Class of ’68
50-year reunion
September 21

Vikes Championship Breakfast
September 25

October
Conference on Language and Essence
Hosted by the Canadian Metaphysics Collaborative and UVic
October 5 – 7

Campus Alumni Appie Hour
October 25

Victoria College Alumni Chapter Spring Social Luncheon
October 29

November
Fall Convocation
November 13, 14

Please check Alumni.uvic.ca (Attend an Event page) for further details and listings of other events organized in the various regions and by alumni networks, chapters and faculties.
A Week in Pictures

This year’s Alumni Week, which ran from February 1 – 7, was a smashing success with insightful speakers, meaningful award ceremonies, great food and festivities and fascinating guests. Here are just a few highlights from the week. Photography by Geoff Howe

The campus kick-off Feb. 1 at the University of Victoria Welcome Centre included photo fun, snacks and a chance for the university’s many alumni employees to connect, including (L to R) Jennifer Sandmaier, Dana Kritsch, Jenelle Murray and Moses Mukasa from the University of Victoria’s development office.

On Feb. 5, the 2018 UVic Distinguished Alumni Awards took place at the stunning Songhees Wellness Centre to celebrate the accomplishments of 13 outstanding UVic grads.

Award-night emcee and UVic Chancellor Shelagh Rogers, Dean of Sciences Robert Lipson, and award recipient Daryll Harrison (PhD ’87, BSc ’81) shared a laugh.

Alumni-award winner Lucy Bell (MA ’16, Dipl ’16, Cert ’13) was honoured by Continuing Studies. A member of the Haida Nation, she gave part of her acceptance speech in Haida.

Dr. Catherine Krull, Dean of Social Sciences, Shelagh Rogers, alumni award recipient Ry Moran (BA ’02) and UVic President Jamie Cassels at the event.

Shelagh Rogers engaged Daniel Siebert (BFA ’98), author of The Digital Diet and a former Google executive, in a lively discussion about everything from his childhood pizza business to the perils of tech addiction.

Julie (with fiddle) and Carli Kennedy (BMus ’08), who perform as Twin Kennedy, lit up the stage with an acoustic evening at Felicita’s Campus Pub on Feb. 7. Earlier in the week the sisters each received Distinguished Alumni Awards.
TOP OFF CONVOCATION DAY WITH FRAMES & ROSES

DIPLOMA FRAMES
Wide selection / Highest quality wood or metal frames / Acid-free mattes emblazoned with the university crest / No wires, no screws, or complicated assembly / Made in Canada
Pre-order: uvicbookstore.ca / 250-721-8311
Available in the University Centre at Convocation.

ROSES
Great value / Wide selection of colours
Convenient, on campus service
Available in the University Centre at Convocation.

Proceeds support campus service projects led by the UVic Student Ambassadors, an affiliate of the UVic Alumni Association.

SAVE with pride when you show your

USE IT FOR SAVINGS FROM…
- Cinecента
- Contiki Holidays
- IMAX Victoria
- Monk Office
- Optics International
- Royal BC Museum
- Softmoc Shoes
- The Robert Bateman Centre
- University Centre
- Farquhar Auditorium
- UVic Bookstore
- UVic Food Services
- Victoria Harbourcats
- 9 Elements Spa & Reflexology
- and more…

FORERUNNERS (Vancouver)
Get active and look great while you save 15% with your UVic Alumni ONECard.
See the full list of 50+ card partners at alumni.uvic.ca

Pick up your lifetime UVic Alumni ONECard for $20 from the ONECard Office in University Centre. Bring your student number and one piece of government issued photo ID with you.

If you live outside of Victoria, email onecard@uvic.ca for more information. Get updates on the UVic ONECard at uvic.ca/onecard

University of Victoria
Class Notes

News and photos from around the alumni world

1970’s

CLEVE DHEENSAW, BEd ’79, was honoured with the 2016-2017 Fred “Gus” Collins Award and the prestigious national Fred Sgambati Media Award. The Times-Colonist reporter has chronicled varsity sports all over Canada and has covered a combined nine Olympic, Commonwealth and Pan Am Games since 1981.

1980’s

DOROTHY HAWES, BA ’80, MA ’82, Teaching Certificate ’89, became an English teacher at St. Michaels University School. In May 2016, Promontory Press released her first children’s book titled Ogopogo Odyssey. The book is based on Dorothy’s childhood experiences growing up in the Okanagan Valley and is about a boy who has a chance encounter with the famous mythical lake creature known as the Ogopogo.

JAMES LASKIN, BSc ’83 (Human Performance), has been a faculty member at the University of Montana since 1998 and was promoted to Professor of Physical Therapy. He also worked in the Faculty of Rehabilitation at Jozef Plisudski University of Physical Education in Warsaw.

JOY THIERRY LLEWELLYN, BA ’88 (Major in Creative Writing), recently retired from teaching at the Vancouver Film School and moved to China for four months to teach screenwriting at Shanghai Vancouver Film School at Shanghai University. The experience was fun, challenging, and successful, thanks in part to the patient and helpful classroom translator. “I had to think on my feet, tweak my teaching material, and get comfortable with long stretches of waiting while translations went back and forth,” says Joy. She also had to learn to navigate a city of 24 million with 13 subway systems and to wear a mask on the days the Air Quality Index was over 150. Joy lives and writes full-time on Pender Island.

GARY PEARSON, BFA ’80, recently retired from his position as Associate Professor in Fine Arts at the University of British Columbia Okanagan Campus (UBCO), in Kelowna. He enjoyed a 26-year teaching career in Kelowna, first at Okanagan University College, and from 2005 on at UBCO. He continues to be active in his art and writing career and was the subject of a major monograph exhibition at the Kelowna Art Gallery. The exhibition Gary Pearson: Short Fictions is accompanied by a book by Black Dog Publishing, London. In 2017, he was elected into the Canadian Academy of Arts.

1990’s

KATHLEEN CHERRY, MEd ’95 (Counselling), is a school psychologist in Kitimat, BC. Her second children’s book, Everyday Hero, about life from the perspective of young Alice who has Asperger’s syndrome, was published by Orca Books in March 2016. It garnered positive reviews and was shortlisted for several awards. Kathleen participated in the Book Award Tour of Northern BC with Adele Barclay, author of If I were in a Cage I’d Reach Out for You and also the Forest of Reading Festival in Toronto and Sault Ste. Marie.

LAURA DAVIS

Lauren K. Davis, BA ’93, MA ’98 (English), PhD, is a tenured faculty member at Red Deer College, Alberta, where she teaches Canadian literature and Writing Studies in the English program. Her book, Margaret Laurence Writes Africa and Canada, was published in 2017 by Wilfrid Laurier University Press. The book examines how Laurence addresses decolonization and nation building in 1950s Somalia and Ghana, and 1960s and 1970s English Canada.

ANITA DOLMAN, BA ’99 (Anthropology), launched her debut short fiction collection, Lost Enough, in April 2017 with Morning Rain Publishing. Her poetry and fiction have appeared in journals and anthologies throughout Canada and the United States. Anita also authored two poetry chapbooks and was a finalist for the 2015 Alberta Magazine Award for fiction.

RICK MESICH, BEd ’92, was recently recognized as one of Canada’s Outstanding Principals 2018 for his demonstration of commitment to public education. Rick, who enabled a wheelchair-bound Syrian refugee student to join her class on a canoeing trip, is highly regarded for building a strong learning community that fosters mutual respect, acceptance, co-operation, inclusion and empowerment. Rick currently leads Seacquam Secondary School in Delta, BC. Each year, the winners of Canada’s Outstanding Principals...
become members of a National Academy of Principals. Rick received his award at an event in Toronto hosted by The Learning Partnership, a non-profit organization supporting publicly funded education outcomes.

BOB WAKULICH, BFA ’96, won the 2017 Big Pond Rumours Press (Sarnia, ON) Chapbook Contest with his collection, Channeling the Masters, a series of humorous poems about contemporary issues written in the style of a variety of famous dead authors, from Allen Ginsberg to Anton Chekhov. Copies of the chapbook can be ordered at www.big-pond-rumours.com.

KJELL WOODING, BEng ’95 (Computer Engineering), and his wife, Amy, lead Learn Leap Fly, an Ottawa-based group that develops literacy software. Their multi-disciplinary team made it to the semi-finals of the $15-million Global Learning XPRIZE. The competition focuses on global literacy and new software that gives kids in developing countries the tools to teach themselves basic reading, writing and math. Learn Leap Fly was among eleven (and the only Canadian entrant) to reach the semi-finals. Learn Leap Fly creates story-based learning software for tablets and mobile devices.

2000’s

SARAH HANEL, BA ’04, is the Director of Global Public Relations at VASCO Data Security and has been elected President of the Canadian Public Relations Society, a professional association dedicated to advancing the practice of public relations and communications in Canada and regulating its practice for the benefit of the public interest.

VIOLETTA KOKOLUS, LLB ’03, has been named Special Counsel and elected as partner of the global law firm in New York, Dechert LLP. She advises both the public and private sectors on the areas of intellectual property, IP and technology licensing and transactions, data privacy and cybersecurity, and telecommunications, media and technology.

DR. RYAN MELSON, BA ’01 (English Honours), MA, PhD (English), is a communications consultant in Ottawa. His 2017 novel, Clickbait: A Seeker’s Guide to Meaning in the Modern World which focuses on six teenagers who are struggling to find new purpose when their old lives fall apart, was launched in 2017 under his small press project, Hintonburg + Page.

2010’s

LIANNE CHARLIE, MA ’12 (History), from Northern Tutchone was one of 13 Indigenous women profiled on CBC during International Women’s Day in 2017. She is a PhD candidate, an artist and a political science instructor at Yukon College where she is helping to design curriculum for the Indigenous governance program. She also designed a poster for the Remember, Resist, Redraw poster campaign to bring an alternative understanding of Canada and its various historical issues.

VIOLETTA KOKOLUS

LINDSAY DELARONDE, MFA ’10 (Visual Arts), MA’16 (Indigenous Communities Counselling) was Victoria’s Indigenous Artist in Residence. Lindsay is of Iroquois Mohawk descent. Her work has been shown. From there, I just put my own take, my own spin on things. That was that,” he says. Chris made his debut last July during their Canada 150 special. “It’s a dream come true,” he says. “Now when I’m at the grocery store asking all those strangers, ‘Where do you know me from?’ they can hopefully say it’s from Air Farce.”
showcased at the Royal BC Museum and at UVic’s Legacy Gallery. “I see my role as a way to bring awareness to and acknowledge that reconciliation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples is a process, one in which I can facilitate a collaborative approach for creating strong relationships to produce co-created art projects in Victoria.”

MIKE IRVINE, BA ’11, MA ’15 and MAAVE GAUTHIER, MSc ’12, live-streamed from underwater in the Arctic last August as part of the canada c3, a signature project for Canada’s 150th. The project, an initiative of the Students on Ice foundation, involved an epic 150-day sailing journey from Toronto to Victoria via the Northwest Passage which aspired to connect Canadians from all coasts and inspire within them a deeper understanding of our land, peoples and the past, present and future of our country.

ELLERY LAMM, BA ’17 (Fine Arts), an award-winning writer, filmmaker and radio storyteller, was recently hired by Save the Children as their Story and Content Producer (aka Storyteller). She will travel the world telling stories about children through various mediums including film, photography, animation, podcasting and more.

JORDAN MOUNTeer, bFA ’10 (Writing), finally had his first book, Liminal, reprinted and released by Sono Nis Press last April following a fire that had destroyed all his initial copies except those sent to reviewers. The reviews from BC BookWorld and Malahat Review have been positive and Jordan has won or been short-listed for prizes such as the Prism International’s Poetry Prize, Pandora Collective Poetry Prize, Prism International’s Pacific Spirit Poetry Prize, the CBC Poetry Prize and the Montreal Poetry Prize. His writing has appeared in many Canadian and American literary magazines.

DR. ERIC TRAN, PhD ’10 (Biochemistry), was one of 15
The two friends found the orphaned feline brothers at the beginning of a mountain trek. The felines continue to accompany Kayleen and Danielle on outdoor adventures. You can follow their Bolt and Keel Instagram account, which now has a whopping 104,000 followers. The idea formed during an English class.

**VANESSA C. WACHUKU, MPA ’13**, presented at the 10th Annual Canadian Association for Refugee and Forced Migration Studies (CARFMS) conference and is a PhD candidate in the Policy Studies Program at Ryerson University in Toronto.

**WILL WEIGLER**

**DR. WILL WEIGLER, PhD ’12** (Applied Theatre), has a new book published by UVic based on his doctoral research into what makes certain theatre performances unforgettable. *The Alchemy of Astonishment* won the 2017 Distinguished Book Award for outstanding contributions to the field from the American Alliance for Theatre and Education in Washington, DC. The book and supplementary deck of teaching cards are available at the UVic bookstore and through their online catalogue.

---

**Farewell**

**ROGER BANNISTER**, Hon. LLD ’94, was a noted neurologist and world-renowned as the first person to ever run a sub-four-minute mile. He died March 3, 2018 in Oxford, England at the age of 88.

**MICHAEL BOOTH**, VC ’47, Professor Emeritus of Theatre, University of Victoria, passed away peacefully in Victoria on October 2, 2017. Dr. Booth was Chair of the Department of Theatre at the University of Victoria from 1984 to 1995. Before that he spent eight years as founding Chair of the Department of Theatre Studies at the University of Warwick in England and had wide and varied experience in the British theatre.

**J. DAVID N. EDGAR**, VC ’54, was known for his sense of humour, his kind spirit, his leadership and intelligence. The Past President of the UVic Alumni Association died on February 2, 2018.

**GORDON HOBSON**, former UVic professor and chair of the Department of Psychology for two terms (1967-1969 and 1972-1980), at the age of 96. Daughter **PENNY HOBSON-UNDERWOOD**, PhD ’89 (Psychology) writes, "He made us laugh and drove us mad in equal measure and lived Life Writ Large and energetically. We shall miss his flashes of spontaneity and exuberance, his courage and wisdom, his irreverence and sense of the ridiculous, and his indomitable spirit."

**SIMON IBELL**, BA ’02, passed away on May 25, 2017 at the age of 39 from a rare medical condition known as Hunter Syndrome. Simon was a lover of sport and an advocate for people living with rare illnesses. He became student manager of the St. Michaels University School basketball team alongside coach lan Hyde-Lay and basketball stars Steve Nash and Milan Uzelac. "Simon’s attitude was so positive despite all the obstacles he faced. He displayed amazing courage, and with a complete absence of self-pity," Hyde-Lay said. "He always battled back and outlived all expectations." Simon also managed the Vikes men’s basketball program alongside head coach, the late Guy Vetrie and later managed Canada basketball programs under coach Jay Triano.

**CLIVE MCCALLUM PIERCY**, VC ’54, passed away on October 17, 2017. “Those who knew Clive will remember his unique and enthusiastic character as well as his entrepreneurial and philanthropic achievements,” reads his obituary.

**STANLEY OAKES**, VC ’36, passed away on October 9, 2017 after leading a full and productive life and making many contributions through his roles as a professional engineer, a soldier and a father of four.

How Roller Derby Changed My Life

MY PASSION FOR THE SPORT HELPED ME HONE A COMPETITIVE EDGE THAT LEADS TO SUCCESS IN THE REST OF MY LIFE

BY QUINN MACDONALD, BA ‘14

“As I trained for derby, I found a new drive, and I liked it. Sometimes I have to reign myself in from getting too competitive, though.”

When you grow up playing sports at a competitive level, it becomes all that you do. Your family life revolves around practice times and weekend road trips, especially when you’re living in Port Alberni, your team is an hour away in Nanaimo, and your practices start at 5:30 a.m. on a school day.

My sport was hockey—because what other activity regularly begins that early in the morning? Hockey was perfect for me, because I had a slightly aggressive streak and tended to hit people when I played sports anyway.

It was easy to focus on hockey in high school because I mostly drifted through my studies. I knew I was smart enough to get by, but I didn’t really care. There were a few bright moments in my English 12 class, but that’s about it. School just wasn’t a priority for me.

I wasn’t ready to go to university right away after graduating high school in 2006. Options for competitive sports for women tend to dry up at that level, so I stopped playing. I felt unmoored without my sport—a common feeling at age 18—and I spent a few years travelling and killing time before enrolling at UVic in 2010.

When I found roller derby in 2011, it refocused my life. I remembered what it felt like to be part of a competitive and highly physical sport. And I was good at it, even more so than hockey. As I trained for derby, I found a new drive, and I liked it. Sometimes I have to reign myself in from getting too competitive, though.

When people of older generations think of roller derby, they might think of “Skinny Minni Miller” and flying elbows. The contemporary version of derby has kept the fun, campy aspects of the sport, like fishnet stockings and derby names—mine is The Wife of Wrath, and yes, that’s a Chaucer reference. But make no mistake: the sport is very real, highly strategic, and incredibly physical. We might not be throwing elbows, but we are throwing our bodies. Being part of roller derby means belonging to an incredibly supportive community, a notable difference to some of my experiences as a young woman playing a traditionally patriarchal sport like hockey.

Around the time I became serious about roller derby, I was accepted into the Honours program at UVic English. My high-school education didn’t exactly prepare me for the rigours of the program, but I was doing well. I cared about my grades and put in the effort needed to achieve.

That competitive edge and stubbornness also gave me the will to succeed with things like Concrete Garden, a print magazine about urban agriculture that grew from a UVic Writing class. This determination has also helped me excel in my new job as Hansard at the BC Legislative Assembly, where my speed and attention to detail are assets rather than things I need to tone down.

Roller derby helped me stay focused through school and gave me an important outlet and social circle beyond Ring Road. Somehow I competed at a top level of derby while finishing my honours thesis to graduate and launching Concrete Garden. (I’m exhausted just remembering it!) That period left me pretty close to burned out, but also taught me about balance, and it was worth it to be able to do so many things that I loved.

Ironically, the long hours of my new dream job as an editor has hindered my ability to get to derby practice, and I can feel myself trailing my teammates on the Eves of Destruction. But the season is upon us, and my work schedule is winding down. Come summer, I will be relying on that same competitive edge to push me forward and to strive for better.
Take advantage of your alumni privileges.
Get preferred rates and coverage that fits your needs.

You could save with preferred insurance rates.

Supporting you... and the University of Victoria.

As a member of the UVic Alumni Association, you have access to the TD Insurance Meloche Monnex program. This means you can get preferred insurance rates on a wide range of home, condo and renter’s coverage that can be customized for your needs.

For over 65 years, TD Insurance has been helping Canadians find quality home insurance solutions.

Feel confident your home, condo and renter’s coverage fits your needs. Get a quote today.

Get a quote and see how much you could save!
Call 1-888-589-5656
or go to tdinsurance.com/uvicalumni

The TD Insurance Meloche Monnex program is underwritten by SECURITY NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY. It is distributed by Meloche Monnex Insurance and Financial Services, Inc. in Quebec, by Meloche Monnex Financial Services Inc. in Ontario, and by TD Insurance Direct Agency Inc. in the rest of Canada. Our address: 50 Place Cremazie, 12th Floor, Montreal, Quebec H2P 1B6. Due to provincial legislation, our car and recreational insurance program is not offered in British Columbia, Manitoba or Saskatchewan. All trade marks are the property of their respective owners.

® The TD logo and other TD trademarks are the property of The Toronto-Dominion Bank.
MOODY BEAUTY

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SHANNA BAKER

This moment on Johnstone Strait near Telegraph Cove was captured by Shanna Baker (BA ’06). The fog had been impenetrable earlier in the morning, but by this point had begun to burn off, creating swirls and wisps reminiscent of paintbrush strokes. Baker, a freelance photographer and senior editor at Hakai Magazine, roams the globe with a sense of wonder and camera in hand.